The thread and spline synchronous rolling (TSSR) process is a new developed rolling process, which can form the different profiles simultaneously in the process and can ensure the consistency of the relative position of different profiles of parts. However, the multi-meshing motions are intercoupling and the multi-deformation characteristics are intercoupling during the forming process. It can easily result in dimension overshoot, and even does not make the synchronous rolling process go smoothly. Exploring the influence of controllable processing parameters on the synchronous rolling process, especially the geometric parameters of rolled parts, is helpful to determine the parameters and control the size error for a smooth rolling process. Thus, in this paper, the effects of controllable geometric parameters and motion parameters such as billet diameter, radial feed-in speed, and rotational speed of synchronous rolling die on the TSSR process have been studied. The synchronous rolling experimental scheme was determined using an orthogonal experimental design method, and the geometric parameters of different tooth profiles of rolled parts were measured and analyzed. The experimental results indicated that: the uncoordinated meshing movement between different tooth profiles is more likely to cause tooth error of the splined section of the part; variations of the processing parameters are more likely to cause fluctuations in the size of the splined section of the part, and change of the billet diameter mainly affects the outside diameter of the threaded and splined sections, and the threaded and splined pitches are mainly affected by the motion parameters of the synchronous rolling die; the motion parameters of the rolling die should be matched and the lower rotational speed needs to match the lower radial feed-in amount per revolution; the ideal dimensional accuracy can be obtained by using an appropriate processing parameter combination, for example, the pitch error of the splined section of the part is less than 0.5 µm under one set of experimental conditions in this paper.
Introduction
Shaft parts which have thread and spline (or gear) coaxially have been widely used in automotive transmission systems [1, 2] , planetary roller screw [3, 4] , and so on, and they are a key load-bearing part. Cold rolling process can improve the strength and wear resistance of rolled thread or spline [5] , and the thread and spline synchronous rolling (TSSR) process, where the thread and spline (or small module gear) are formed by one process, provides an efficient way for plastic forming of such a part. However, the multi-meshing motions are intercoupling and the multi-deformation characteristics are intercoupling during the forming process. This can easily result in dimension overshoot, and it does Figure 2 illustrates the synchronous rolling process with two rolling dies. The TSSR process is developed based on thread and spline rolling processes with radial feed-in, which is similar to the thread or spline rolling process, except the die structure is different. The TSSR die is composed of a threaded section and a splined section, and at the same time, the die should be able to meet the motion coordination of the threaded section and the splined section during the TSSR process and the phase difference requirement among rolling dies before rolling [1, 2] . The geometric parameters of the threaded section and the splined section should meet the basic conditions Equation (1) for the motion coordination [1] .
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where, w Z and d Z are the teeth of the splined section for the formed part and the rolling die, of the roller, respectively. w n and d n are the start of the threaded section for the formed part and the rolling die, respectively. i is the ratio of relationship between the roller and the formed workpiece, and the value is the ratio between the teeth or the starts of the rolling die and formed part. Figure 2 illustrates the synchronous rolling process with two rolling dies. The TSSR process is developed based on thread and spline rolling processes with radial feed-in, which is similar to the thread or spline rolling process, except the die structure is different. The TSSR die is composed of a threaded section and a splined section, and at the same time, the die should be able to meet the motion coordination of the threaded section and the splined section during the TSSR process and the phase difference requirement among rolling dies before rolling [1, 2] . The geometric parameters of the threaded section and the splined section should meet the basic conditions Equation (1) for the motion coordination [1] .
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where, Z w and Z d are the teeth of the splined section for the formed part and the rolling die, of the roller, respectively. n w and n d are the start of the threaded section for the formed part and the rolling die, respectively. i is the ratio of relationship between the roller and the formed workpiece, and the value is the ratio between the teeth or the starts of the rolling die and formed part. The phase difference of the TSSR die before rolling is relatively difficult to adjust. In some cases, it is necessary to adjust the die structure of the TSSR die. Therefore, it is not suitable to use more than two rolling dies in the TSSR process [2] . The principle of synchronous rolling process using two dies is described as follows: a pair of synchronous rolling dies are mounted on the two drive spindles, the dies are made of the threaded and the splined sections; the two spindles are synchronously rotated in the same direction (rotational speed nd), the two spindles simultaneously perform the radial feedin motion (feeding speed v), and the workpiece rotates in the opposite direction; and the threaded splined sections on different portions of the workpiece are rolled at the same time.
Characteristic of the Process
The TSSR can form the threaded and splined sections in one process, and it not only reduces the rolling time effectively, but also ensures the stable relative position between the threaded and splined sections. The meshing motion of the threaded section during a synchronous rolling process can promote the rotation of the workpiece and improve the dividing of splined section [1] . In addition, theoretical analysis [10] and experimental research [7] indicated that the meshing motion of the threaded section dominates the rotation during the TSSR process. Therefore, the threaded section of synchronous rolling dies should contact the workpiece first, and then the splined section contacts the workpiece.
During the rolling process using N rolling dies to form complex profiles (such as threads, splines, gears, etc.) the rolling dies feed-in radially, and the center distance changes continuously. The same deformation area, in other words, the contact area between the workpiece and one rolling die, will be contacted and compressed by the next rolling die after the workpiece is rotated by 1/N revolution. A parameter such as compression amount (decrement s Δ ) is defined to reflect the degree of deformation of the same area during one rolling unit which is between the rolling die contact with this area and when it separates from this area. The s Δ is the difference root radius of spline or thread before the rolling die contacts the workpiece and the root radius of spline or thread after the rolling die separates from the workpiece, as shown in Figure 3 . When it reaches the final rolling position, the radial feed-in motion of the rolling die stops. The phase difference of the TSSR die before rolling is relatively difficult to adjust. In some cases, it is necessary to adjust the die structure of the TSSR die. Therefore, it is not suitable to use more than two rolling dies in the TSSR process [2] . The principle of synchronous rolling process using two dies is described as follows: a pair of synchronous rolling dies are mounted on the two drive spindles, the dies are made of the threaded and the splined sections; the two spindles are synchronously rotated in the same direction (rotational speed n d ), the two spindles simultaneously perform the radial feed-in motion (feeding speed v), and the workpiece rotates in the opposite direction; and the threaded splined sections on different portions of the workpiece are rolled at the same time.
During the rolling process using N rolling dies to form complex profiles (such as threads, splines, gears, etc.) the rolling dies feed-in radially, and the center distance changes continuously. The same deformation area, in other words, the contact area between the workpiece and one rolling die, will be contacted and compressed by the next rolling die after the workpiece is rotated by 1/N revolution. A parameter such as compression amount (decrement ∆s) is defined to reflect the degree of deformation of the same area during one rolling unit which is between the rolling die contact with this area and when it separates from this area. The ∆s is the difference root radius of spline or thread before the rolling die contacts the workpiece and the root radius of spline or thread after the rolling die separates from the workpiece, as shown in Figure 3 . When it reaches the final rolling position, the radial feed-in motion of the rolling die stops. According to the change of the compression amount during the rolling process, the spline rolling process using two rolling dies is divided into four stages [9, 12] . Thus, it can be further inferred that the complex profile rolling process using N rolling dies, such as the thread rolling process and spline (gear) rolling process, can be divided into the following four stages (shown in Figure 4 ), and the variation of compression amount ( s Δ ) and related processing parameters are shown in Figure 4 . During the complex profile rolling process, the radial feed-in speed and the rotational speed of rolling die are constant in general, and the forming process can be divided into four stages, and each stage has the following characteristics:
The first stage is from the beginning of the rolling die contact with the workpiece (i.e., workpiece beginning to rotate) to 1/N revolution of the workpiece rotated. At this stage, the s Δ is gradually increased from zero to the value of the compression amount at the stable rolling stage. The rolling die feed-in radially and rotates, the radial feed-in amount of the rolling die increases linearly, and the center distance between the workpiece and the rolling die keep decreasing.
The second stage is from the 1/N revolution of the workpiece rotated to the rolling die reaching the final rolling position. At this stage, the s Δ remains unchanged at a stable value, and the rolling die feed-in radially and rotates. The feed-in amount of the rolling die increases linearly and increases to a maximum, as well as the center distance between the workpiece and the rolling die reduces continuously and reduces to a minimum.
The third stage is from the rolling die reaching the final rolling position to the 1/N revolution of workpiece rotated again. At this stage, the s Δ gradually reduces from the stable value to zero and the rolling die only rotates. The radial feed-in amount of the rolling die is constant, and the center distance between the workpiece and the rolling die is constant. According to the change of the compression amount during the rolling process, the spline rolling process using two rolling dies is divided into four stages [9, 12] . Thus, it can be further inferred that the complex profile rolling process using N rolling dies, such as the thread rolling process and spline (gear) rolling process, can be divided into the following four stages (shown in Figure 4 ), and the variation of compression amount (∆s) and related processing parameters are shown in Figure 4 . According to the change of the compression amount during the rolling process, the spline rolling process using two rolling dies is divided into four stages [9, 12] . Thus, it can be further inferred that the complex profile rolling process using N rolling dies, such as the thread rolling process and spline (gear) rolling process, can be divided into the following four stages (shown in Figure 4 ), and the variation of compression amount ( s Δ ) and related processing parameters are shown in Figure 4 . During the complex profile rolling process, the radial feed-in speed and the rotational speed of rolling die are constant in general, and the forming process can be divided into four stages, and each stage has the following characteristics:
The third stage is from the rolling die reaching the final rolling position to the 1/N revolution of workpiece rotated again. At this stage, the s Δ gradually reduces from the stable value to zero and the rolling die only rotates. The radial feed-in amount of the rolling die is constant, and the center distance between the workpiece and the rolling die is constant. During the complex profile rolling process, the radial feed-in speed and the rotational speed of rolling die are constant in general, and the forming process can be divided into four stages, and each stage has the following characteristics:
The first stage is from the beginning of the rolling die contact with the workpiece (i.e., workpiece beginning to rotate) to 1/N revolution of the workpiece rotated. At this stage, the ∆s is gradually increased from zero to the value of the compression amount at the stable rolling stage. The rolling die feed-in radially and rotates, the radial feed-in amount of the rolling die increases linearly, and the center distance between the workpiece and the rolling die keep decreasing.
The second stage is from the 1/N revolution of the workpiece rotated to the rolling die reaching the final rolling position. At this stage, the ∆s remains unchanged at a stable value, and the rolling die feed-in radially and rotates. The feed-in amount of the rolling die increases linearly and increases to a maximum, as well as the center distance between the workpiece and the rolling die reduces continuously and reduces to a minimum.
The third stage is from the rolling die reaching the final rolling position to the 1/N revolution of workpiece rotated again. At this stage, the ∆s gradually reduces from the stable value to zero and the rolling die only rotates. The radial feed-in amount of the rolling die is constant, and the center distance between the workpiece and the rolling die is constant.
The fourth stage is from the end of the third stage to the end of the whole rolling process, which is a finishing rolling stage. At this stage, the ∆s is zero and the rolling die only rotates. The radial feed-in amount and the center distance are unchanged.
During the synchronous rolling process, the deformation of the threaded section or the splined section has little influence on the axial adjacent region, and this does not affect the deformation of the adjacent splined section or threaded section [13] . Therefore, the rolling processes of the threaded section and the splined section can also be divided into the above four stages, but the first and second forming stages of the threaded section and the splined section may not coincide on the time axis, and the first forming stage of splined section may be incomplete. The compression amount ∆s is determined by the rotating speed and radial feed-in speed of the rolling die, and it can be used as a comprehensive indicator of the motion parameters of the rolling die. The ∆s in the steady rolling stage (second forming stage) can be approximately determined by Equation (2), where i is calculated by Equation (1) .
where, the ω d and n d are the angular velocity and the rotational speed of rolling die, respectively; v is the radial feed-in speed of rolling die; N is the number of rolling die and N = 2 is often adopted in the synchronous rolling process.
Experimental Scheme and Experimental Result
Design of Experimental Scheme
The controllability of the parameters, cost and period, should be comprehensively considered when choosing the experimental factors. For example, in order to reduce the experimental cost, geometric parameters of the workpiece and the rolling die were not selected as experimental factors. In order to facilitate the adjustment of the parameters, the blank diameter (d Z ) of the forming zone, the radial feed-in speed (v) and the rotational speed (n d ) of the synchronous rolling die were selected as the experimental factors. Three levels for the selected three parameters were determined according to equipment parameters and theoretical blank diameter, as shown in Table 1 . Considering the interaction among experimental factors, an orthogonal experimental design array L 27 (3 13 ) [14] was adopted according to the experimental factors and their levels, as listed in Table 2 . Factors A, B, and C are assigned to 1st, 2nd, and 5th columns, respectively. The interaction columns of factors A and B are 3rd and 4th columns, the interaction columns of factors A and C are 6th and 7th columns, the interaction columns of factors B and C are 8th and 11th columns, and the remaining columns are blank. 
Experiment of Synchronous Rolling Process
In order to ensure that the threads or splines (gears) rolled by different rolling dies can be well connected, the dies before thread or spline rolling must satisfy a certain phase difference [2, 6] . The threaded and splined sections of the TSSR die must meet both of the phase difference requirements before thread and spline rolling, so there is a clear requirement for the relative position between the threaded section and the splined section of the TSSR die [2] . In fact, if the threaded and splined sections of the TSSR die are considered as a whole to be manufactured, it is difficult to achieve phase coordination of the different tooth profiles of the TSSR die before rolling. According to the characteristics of the thread and spline tooth types and the synchronous rolling process, a manufacturing method combining phase adjustment before rolling and structural adjustment of the TSSR die was proposed [7] . That is to say, the threaded section and the splined section of TSSR die are manufactured, separately, and the adjustment of relative position between the threaded section and the splined section and the phase coordination before rolling are realized by adjusting the thickness of the spacer/pad between the threaded section and the splined section of TSSR die.
In this study, this method of manufacture and adjust phase is also adopted. Table 3 lists the parameters of the TSSR die used in the synchronous rolling experiment. The servo direct drive CNC rolling machine Z28K-25 was used for 27 sets of the thread and spline synchronous rolling. The material of blank used in synchronous rolling experiments was AISI 1045 steel, and its chemical constituents are listed in Table 4 according to Chinese standard [15] . The mechanical characteristics during the plastic deformation of AISI 1045 steel can be described by Equation (3) according to the uniaxial tension in a previous study [16] .
where, the σ and ε are the stress and the plastic strain, respectively. 
Experimental Results
The 27 TSSR experimental results fall into two types according to the macroscopic shape. Therefore, 21 experimental workpieces were with good shape and six experimental workpieces were with notable profile defects, as shown in Table 5 . The thread profile connects well but the spline rolled by different rolling dies does not connect well for all six failed workpieces. Some thread of the six failed workpieces are not fully formed, because the synchronous rolling process will stop after the spline teeth are distorted. This provides further evidence that the thread meshing dominates the rotating motion and mismatching rotation between the threaded and splined sections will result in a profile error for the splined section. 
The material of blank used in synchronous rolling experiments was AISI 1045 steel, and its chemical constituents are listed in Table 4 according to Chinese standard [15] . The mechanical characteristics during the plastic deformation of AISI 1045 steel can be described by Equation (3) according to the uniaxial tension in a previous study [16] . 
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The 27 TSSR experimental results fall into two types according to the macroscopic shape. Therefore, 21 experimental workpieces were with good shape and six experimental workpieces were with notable profile defects, as shown in Table 5 . The thread profile connects well but the spline rolled by different rolling dies does not connect well for all six failed workpieces. Some thread of the six failed workpieces are not fully formed, because the synchronous rolling process will stop after the spline teeth are distorted. This provides further evidence that the thread meshing dominates the rotating motion and mismatching rotation between the threaded and splined sections will result in a profile error for the splined section. The compression amount s Δ is a comprehensive indicator of the rotational speed and the radial feed-in speed of the synchronous rolling die. According to the Equation (2), the s Δ decreases with increases in the rotational speed of the synchronous rolling die, and decreases with decreases the feed-in speed of the synchronous rolling die. When the rotational speed is 8 r/min and the feedin speed is 0.5, 1, 1.5 mm/s, the compression amounts calculated by Equation (2) The compression amount s Δ is a comprehensive indicator of the rotational speed and the radial feed-in speed of the synchronous rolling die. According to the Equation (2), the s Δ decreases with increases in the rotational speed of the synchronous rolling die, and decreases with decreases the feed-in speed of the synchronous rolling die. When the rotational speed is 8 r/min and the feedin speed is 0.5, 1, 1.5 mm/s, the compression amounts calculated by Equation (2) are 0.1875, 0.375, and 0.5625 mm, respectively. The compression amount at the feed speed of 1 mm/s and 1.5 mm/s is twice and three times the feed-in speed of 0.5 mm/s. The compression amounts under the experimental conditions of 27 groups were approximately estimated, and Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the compression amounts and the forming results. The compression amounts
The compression amount ∆s is a comprehensive indicator of the rotational speed and the radial feed-in speed of the synchronous rolling die. According to the Equation (2), the ∆s decreases with increases in the rotational speed of the synchronous rolling die, and decreases with decreases the feed-in speed of the synchronous rolling die. When the rotational speed is 8 r/min and the feed-in speed is 0.5, 1, 1.5 mm/s, the compression amounts calculated by Equation (2) are 0.1875, 0.375, and 0.5625 mm, respectively. The compression amount at the feed speed of 1 mm/s and 1.5 mm/s is twice and three times the feed-in speed of 0.5 mm/s. The compression amounts under the experimental conditions of 27 groups were approximately estimated, and Figure 5 
increases in the rotational speed of the synchronous rolling die, and decreases with decreases the feed-in speed of the synchronous rolling die. When the rotational speed is 8 r/min and the feedin speed is 0.5, 1, 1.5 mm/s, the compression amounts calculated by Equation (2) are 0.1875, 0.375, and 0.5625 mm, respectively. The compression amount at the feed speed of 1 mm/s and 1.5 mm/s is twice and three times the feed-in speed of 0.5 mm/s. The compression amounts under the experimental conditions of 27 groups were approximately estimated, and Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the compression amounts and the forming results. The compression amounts for the successful synchronous rolling experiments are all less than 0.3 mm. 
Measuring Instrument and Data Processing
For the measurement of the size of the splined and threaded sections, the measurement is carried out using a three-coordinate measuring instrument (Global classic SR0575) manufactured by Hexagon (Stockholm, Sweden), as shown in Figure 6 . In order to facilitate the processing of the measured data, the coordinate origin and coordinate axis of the workpiece should be determined before the measurements of the threaded and splined sections. Figure 7 illustrates the positioning method. First, three points (points 1, 2, 3) on one end are taken to define the reference plane, then, nine points on the cylinder (points 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) are taken to define the cylinder, and then the coordinate system O-xyz is established and the z-axis coincides with the axis of cylinder. 
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For the measurement of the size of the splined and threaded sections, the measurement is carried out using a three-coordinate measuring instrument (Global classic SR0575) manufactured by Hexagon (Stockholm, Sweden), as shown in Figure 6 . In order to facilitate the processing of the measured data, the coordinate origin and coordinate axis of the workpiece should be determined before the measurements of the threaded and splined sections. Figure 7 illustrates the positioning method. First, three points (points 1, 2, 3) on one end are taken to define the reference plane, then, nine points on the cylinder (points 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) are taken to define the cylinder, and then the coordinate system O-xyz is established and the z-axis coincides with the axis of cylinder. In order to facilitate the processing of the measured data, the coordinate origin and coordinate axis of the workpiece should be determined before the measurements of the threaded and splined sections. Figure 7 illustrates the positioning method. First, three points (points 1, 2, 3) on one end are taken to define the reference plane, then, nine points on the cylinder (points 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) are taken to define the cylinder, and then the coordinate system O-xyz is established and the z-axis coincides with the axis of cylinder. For the threaded section, the major/outside diameter, minor diameter, and pitch were measured. Figure 8a illustrates the measuring method for the major diameter. Three points are defined at the edge of thread crest and a circular arc is determined by the three points, the diameter of the arc is obtained and five thread crests were chosen to take the points. The average of the five diameters is defined as the major diameter of the threaded section. The measuring method of minor diameter is similar to that of the major diameter, as shown in Figure 8b . Three points are defined in the thread root region and a circular arc is determined by the three points, the diameter of the arc is obtained and five thread root regions were chosen to take the points. The average of the five diameters is defined as the minor diameter of the threaded section. Figure 8c illustrates the measuring method of pitch for the threaded section of the synchronous rolling workpiece. Three points are defined at the edge of thread crest and a circular arc is determined by the three points, and five successive thread crests were chosen to take the points. Then, and the distance between adjacent arcs is taken, and the average of the five distances is the pitch of the threaded section. For the splined section, the outside diameter (i.e., diameter of addendum circle), the root diameter (i.e., diameter of dedendum circle), and the pitch were measured. Figure 9a illustrates the measuring method of the outside diameter. Five points are defined at the edge of addendum, and a straight line is determined by the five points, five addendums of spline were chosen to take the points. The distance between the line and the axis is the radius, and then the diameter can be obtained. The average of the five diameters is defined as the outside diameter of splined section. The measuring method of root diameter is similar to that of the outside diameter, as shown in Figure 9b . Five points are defined at spline root, and a straight line is determined by the five points, five spline roots were chosen to take the points. The distance between the line and the axis is the radius, and then the For the threaded section, the major/outside diameter, minor diameter, and pitch were measured. Figure 8a illustrates the measuring method for the major diameter. Three points are defined at the edge of thread crest and a circular arc is determined by the three points, the diameter of the arc is obtained and five thread crests were chosen to take the points. The average of the five diameters is defined as the major diameter of the threaded section. The measuring method of minor diameter is similar to that of the major diameter, as shown in Figure 8b . Three points are defined in the thread root region and a circular arc is determined by the three points, the diameter of the arc is obtained and five thread root regions were chosen to take the points. The average of the five diameters is defined as the minor diameter of the threaded section. Figure 8c illustrates the measuring method of pitch for the threaded section of the synchronous rolling workpiece. Three points are defined at the edge of thread crest and a circular arc is determined by the three points, and five successive thread crests were chosen to take the points. Then, and the distance between adjacent arcs is taken, and the average of the five distances is the pitch of the threaded section. For the threaded section, the major/outside diameter, minor diameter, and pitch were measured. Figure 8a illustrates the measuring method for the major diameter. Three points are defined at the edge of thread crest and a circular arc is determined by the three points, the diameter of the arc is obtained and five thread crests were chosen to take the points. The average of the five diameters is defined as the major diameter of the threaded section. The measuring method of minor diameter is similar to that of the major diameter, as shown in Figure 8b . Three points are defined in the thread root region and a circular arc is determined by the three points, the diameter of the arc is obtained and five thread root regions were chosen to take the points. The average of the five diameters is defined as the minor diameter of the threaded section. Figure 8c illustrates the measuring method of pitch for the threaded section of the synchronous rolling workpiece. Three points are defined at the edge of thread crest and a circular arc is determined by For the splined section, the outside diameter (i.e., diameter of addendum circle), the root diameter (i.e., diameter of dedendum circle), and the pitch were measured. Figure 9a illustrates the measuring method of the outside diameter. Five points are defined at the edge of addendum, and a straight line is determined by the five points, five addendums of spline were chosen to take the points. The distance between the line and the axis is the radius, and then the diameter can be obtained. The average of the five diameters is defined as the outside diameter of splined section. The measuring method of root diameter is similar to that of the outside diameter, as shown in Figure 9b . Five points are defined at spline root, and a straight line is determined by the five points, five spline roots were chosen to take the points. The distance between the line and the axis is the radius, and then the For the splined section, the outside diameter (i.e., diameter of addendum circle), the root diameter (i.e., diameter of dedendum circle), and the pitch were measured. Figure 9a illustrates the measuring method of the outside diameter. Five points are defined at the edge of addendum, and a straight line is determined by the five points, five addendums of spline were chosen to take the points. The distance between the line and the axis is the radius, and then the diameter can be obtained. The average of the five diameters is defined as the outside diameter of splined section. The measuring method of root diameter is similar to that of the outside diameter, as shown in Figure 9b . Five points are defined at spline root, and a straight line is determined by the five points, five spline roots were chosen to take the points. The distance between the line and the axis is the radius, and then the diameter can be obtained. The average of the five diameters is defined as the root diameter of the splined section. Figure 10 illustrates the measuring method for the pitch of the spline. Here, the lowmagnification photos for single tooth are pieced together by overlapping the iterative area. Then, the radial position of teeth in the coordinate system was determined by the measured outside and root diameters. Five lines were defined when measuring the diameter of the addendum circle. The distance between the line at the edge, and the other edge, and the axis are signed as R1 and R5, respectively, as shown in Figure 9a and Figure 10 . The distance (i.e., the chord length) between the two lines is signed as l. According to the cosine theorem, the center angle, Equation (4), corresponding to the chord length can be obtained. Figure 10 illustrates the measuring method for the pitch of the spline. Here, the low-magnification photos for single tooth are pieced together by overlapping the iterative area. Then, the radial position of teeth in the coordinate system was determined by the measured outside and root diameters. Five lines were defined when measuring the diameter of the addendum circle. The distance between the line at the edge, and the other edge, and the axis are signed as R 1 and R 5 , respectively, as shown in Figures 9a and 10. The distance (i.e., the chord length) between the two lines is signed as l. According to the cosine theorem, the center angle, Equation (4), corresponding to the chord length can be obtained. Figure 10 illustrates the measuring method for the pitch of the spline. Here, the lowmagnification photos for single tooth are pieced together by overlapping the iterative area. Then, the radial position of teeth in the coordinate system was determined by the measured outside and root diameters. Five lines were defined when measuring the diameter of the addendum circle. The distance between the line at the edge, and the other edge, and the axis are signed as R1 and R5, respectively, as shown in Figure 9a and Figure 10 . The distance (i.e., the chord length) between the two lines is signed as l. According to the cosine theorem, the center angle, Equation (4), corresponding to the chord length can be obtained. The tooth shape observed using a microscope and ten points of the coordinates measured by the three coordinate measuring instruments (in O-xy coordinate system) on the two lines at both edges are shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen from the figure that the measuring points are all at the edge of the top of tooth, and the relative spatial position for average coordinate (position) of the measuring points at the edge is the same as that at the other edge. Therefore, the arc length corresponding to the center angle ϕ on the reference circle should be the pitch of four teeth, and therefore the pitch for single tooth on the reference circle can be expressed by Equation (5) .
The measured basic parameters of the threaded and the splined sections are signed as X meas . The theoretical parameters determined according to conjugate surface (line) of rolling die are signed as X theory . In order to evaluate the results, the absolute value of the difference between the two values is taken as the error term for analysis, as shown in Equation (6) . The errors discussed below are all the values determined by Equation (6), excepting special declaration. Error = X meas − X theory (6) The measured data for threaded and splined sections of the TSSR parts have been listed in Table 6 . Figure 11 illustrates the major diameter, minor diameter, and pitch of 21 groups of threaded sections after synchronous rolling. The experimental results fluctuate around the theoretical values. The theoretical value is the desired size of the threaded section, (i.e., the design size of the threaded section). Because the blank diameter is different, the radial feed is slightly different, and the major and minor diameters of the threaded section fluctuate greatly. In particular, the relative error of the minor diameter between the average value and theoretical value is larger, which is 2.2245%. The average value of the major diameter is very close to the theoretical value, and the relative error is 0.0439%. Figure 11 
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between the average value and theoretical value is larger, which is 2.2245%. The average value of the major diameter is very close to the theoretical value, and the relative error is 0.0439%. Figure 11 . Basis parameters of the threaded section after synchronous rolling.
As shown in Figure 11 , there is no obvious influence of the geometrical parameters, billet and motion, on the pitch of the threads of the TSSR die. Under different experimental conditions, the variation of pitch is small, and the fluctuation around theoretical values is also small. The relative error between the average value and theoretical value is 0.4906%.
According to the data in Table 6 in combination with Equation (6), the primary and secondary effects of each factor can be obtained by range analysis. The interactive column of two factors are two columns, and the one with the greatest range was chosen as the range for the interactive column.
Major Diameter
The range analysis indicates that the order of the factors affecting the error of major/outside diameter for the threaded section is A × C > A × B > B × C ≈ A > B > C. The interaction of factors A and C ( i.e., A × C) is the most important factor, the second most important factor is the interaction (A × B) of factors A and B, and then the influence of factors A and interaction B × C is similar and the factors B and C have the smallest range. Considering the influence of interaction, it is necessary to synthetically consider the optimal level according to the trend map (shown in Figure 12 ) of each factor and the binary effect map (shown in Figure 13a ) of interaction. Figure 11 . Basis parameters of the threaded section after synchronous rolling.
The range analysis indicates that the order of the factors affecting the error of major/outside diameter for the threaded section is A × C > A × B > B × C ≈ A > B > C. The interaction of factors A and C (i.e., A × C) is the most important factor, the second most important factor is the interaction (A × B) of factors A and B, and then the influence of factors A and interaction B × C is similar and the factors B and C have the smallest range. Considering the influence of interaction, it is necessary to synthetically consider the optimal level according to the trend map (shown in Figure 12 ) of each factor and the binary effect map (shown in Figure 13a ) of interaction. It can be found from Figure 12 that the error of major diameter increases first and then decreases with increasing billet diameter (factor A), gradually increases with increasing radial feed-in speed (factor B), and first increases and then decreases with increasing rotational speed (factor C).
However, considering the interactions A × C, A × B, and B × C, a comprehensive analyze is needed, according to the information in Figures 12 and 13a . First, for the interaction A × C, A3C3 is the best, but A1C3 and A2C1 are also near the level of A3C3. For the interaction B × C, A1B3 is the best, but A2B1 and A3B3 are also near the level of A1B3. Considering, factor A and interaction B × C, A1B3C3 or A3B3C3 should be chosen. Therefore, the optimum processing conditions are A1B3C3 or A3B3C3, according to the error of major diameter. It can be found from Figure 12 that the error of major diameter increases first and then decreases with increasing billet diameter (factor A), gradually increases with increasing radial feed-in speed (factor B), and first increases and then decreases with increasing rotational speed (factor C).
However, considering the interactions A × C, A × B, and B × C, a comprehensive analyze is needed, according to the information in Figures 12 and 13a . First, for the interaction A × C, A3C3 is the best, but A1C3 and A2C1 are also near the level of A3C3. For the interaction B × C, A1B3 is the best, but A2B1 and A3B3 are also near the level of A1B3. Considering, factor A and interaction B × C, A1B3C3 or A3B3C3 should be chosen. Therefore, the optimum processing conditions are A1B3C3 or A3B3C3, according to the error of major diameter.
Minor Diameter
The range analysis indicates that the order of factors affecting the error of minor diameter for the threaded section is C > A > B > A × B ≈ B × C > A × C. Among them, the influence of factor C is greatest followed by factors A and B. Then the influence of interactions A × B and B × C is almost the same, and the influence of interaction (A × C) of factors A and C is the smallest. Considering the influence of interaction, it is necessary to synthetically consider the optimal level according to the trend map (shown in Figure 12 ) and the binary effect map (shown in Figure 13b ) of interactions A × B and B × C. Figure 12 illustrates that the error of minor diameter decreases first and then increases with increasing billet diameter (factor A) and radial feed-in speed (factor B), and gradually decreases with increasing rotational speed (factor C).
However, considering the interactions A × B and B × C, a comprehensive analyze is needed, according to the information in Figures 12 and 13b . First, factors C, A, and B should be considered. According to the Figure 12 , the best choice is C3A2B2. Then, referring to the binary chart, this choice is acceptable. Therefore, the optimal processing condition is A2B2C3 according to the error of minor diameter.
Pitch of Thread
The range analysis indicates that the order of the factors affecting the pitch error for the threaded section is B × C ≈ C > B ≈ A ≈ A × C > A × B. Among them, the interaction B × C and the factor C are the most important factors, where two factors have almost the same range. The second most important factors are B, A, and interaction A × C, where three factors have almost the same range. Finally, the interaction A × B has the smallest range. Considering the influence of interaction, it is necessary to synthetically analyze the optimal level according to the trend map (shown in Figure 12 ) and the binary effect map (shown in Figure 13c ) of interactions B × C and A × C. Figure 12 shows that pitch error first decreases and then increases with increasing billet diameter (factor A), gradually decreases with increasing radial feed-in speed (factor B), and first decreases and then increases with increasing rotational speed (factor C).
However, considering interactions B × C and A × C, a synthetical analyze is needed, according to the information in Figures 12 and 13c . First, for interaction B × C and factor C, B1C2 is the best level and for factor A, A2 is the best level combining Figures 12 and 13c . Therefore, the optimum processing condition is A2B1C2 according to the pitch error of thread. Figure 14 illustrates the outside diameter, root diameter, and pitch of 21 groups of splined section after synchronous rolling. The experimental results fluctuate around the theoretical values. The theoretical value is the desired size of the splined section, (i.e., the design size of the splined section). Because the billet diameter is different, the radial feed-in is slightly different, and then the outside diameter, root diameter, and pitch have a large fluctuation. As compared with the parameters of the threaded section, the error between average value and theoretical value is larger for the splined section. The relative errors between the average value and theoretical are larger for outside diameter, root diameter and pitch, being 0.8748%, 0.6856% and 1.2265%, respectively. Among these three basic parameters, the pitch error is the largest. The main reasons for this is that the threaded and splined sections do not coordinate and have a velocity difference, and the meshing of the threaded segments dominates during the synchronous rolling process, and therefore a pitch error of the splined section is produced in order to coordinate deformation [10] . Figure 14 shows that the average values of three basic parameters, such as outside diameter, root diameter and pitch, are slightly larger than the theoretical values.
Basis Parameters of Splined Section
The theoretical value is the desired size of the splined section, (i.e., the design size of the splined section). Because the billet diameter is different, the radial feed-in is slightly different, and then the outside diameter, root diameter, and pitch have a large fluctuation. As compared with the parameters of the threaded section, the error between average value and theoretical value is larger for the splined section. The relative errors between the average value and theoretical are larger for outside diameter, root diameter and pitch, being 0.8748%, 0.6856% and 1.2265%, respectively. Among these three basic parameters, the pitch error is the largest. The main reasons for this is that the threaded and splined sections do not coordinate and have a velocity difference, and the meshing of the threaded segments dominates during the synchronous rolling process, and therefore a pitch error of the splined section is produced in order to coordinate deformation [10] . Figure 14 shows that the average values of three basic parameters, such as outside diameter, root diameter and pitch, are slightly larger than the theoretical values. According to the data in Table 6 in combination with Equation (6), the primary and secondary effects of each factor can be obtained by range analysis. The interactive column of two factor are two columns, and the one with the greatest range was chosen as the range for the interactive column.
Outside Diameter
The range analysis indicates that the order of the factors affecting the error of outside diameter for the splined section is A > A × B > A × C > B × C > C > B. Among them, the influence of factor A is greatest, followed by interactions A × B, A × C, B × C and factor C, where the influence decreases in turn. The factor B has a small range. Considering the influence of interaction, it is Figure 14 . Basis parameters of splined section after synchronous rolling.
According to the data in Table 6 in combination with Equation (6), the primary and secondary effects of each factor can be obtained by range analysis. The interactive column of two factor are two columns, and the one with the greatest range was chosen as the range for the interactive column.
The range analysis indicates that the order of the factors affecting the error of outside diameter for the splined section is A > A × B > A × C > B × C > C > B. Among them, the influence of factor A is greatest, followed by interactions A × B, A × C, B × C and factor C, where the influence decreases in turn. The factor B has a small range. Considering the influence of interaction, it is necessary to synthetically consider the optimal level according to the trend map (shown in Figure 15 ) of each factor and the binary effect map (shown in Figure 16a ) of interactions A × B, A × C and B × C. necessary to synthetically consider the optimal level according to the trend map (shown in Figure 15 ) of each factor and the binary effect map (shown in Figure 16a ) of interactions A × B, A × C and B × C. Figure 15 shows that the error of outside diameter increases smoothly at first and then increases sharply with increasing billet diameter (factor A), gradually decreases with increasing radial feed-in speed (factor B), and first increases and then decreases with increasing rotational speed (factor C).
However, considering the interactions A × B, A × C, B × C, it is necessary to comprehensively analyze according to the information in Figures 15 and 16a. First, factors A, A1 , and A2 are almost the same. By considering interaction A × B, level A2B2 is obviously the best. Then considering Figure 15 shows that the error of outside diameter increases smoothly at first and then increases sharply with increasing billet diameter (factor A), gradually decreases with increasing radial feed-in speed (factor B), and first increases and then decreases with increasing rotational speed (factor C).
However, considering the interactions A × B, A × C, B × C, it is necessary to comprehensively analyze according to the information in Figures 15 and 16a. First, factors A, A1 , and A2 are almost the same. By considering interaction A × B, level A2B2 is obviously the best. Then considering interactions A × C, B × C and factor C, C3 should be chosen. Therefore, the optimum processing condition is A2B2C3 according to the error of outside diameter.
Root Diameter
The range analysis indicates that the order of factors affecting the error of root diameter for the splined section is C > A > B × C > A × B > B ≈ A × C. The influence of factor C is greatest followed by factor A and interactions B × C and A × B, where the influence decreases in turn. The factor B and interaction A × C have less influence. Considering the influence of interaction, it is necessary to synthetically consider the optimal level according to the trend map (shown in Figure 15 ) of each factor and the binary effect map (shown in Figure 16b ) of interactions B × C and A × B. Figure 15 shows that the error of root diameter decreases first and then increases with increasing billet diameter (factor A) and radial feed-in speed (factor B), and gradually decreases with increasing rotational speed (factor C).
However, considering the interactions B × C and A × B, it is necessary to comprehensively analyze according to Figures 15 and 16b . First, factor C is the most important factor, and C3 should be selected. Then factor A, and interactions B × C and A × B should be considered comprehensively, and A2B2C3 should be selected. Therefore, the optimal processing condition is A2B2C3 according to the error of the root diameter.
Pitch of Spline
The range analysis indicates that the order of the factors affecting the pitch error for the splined section is B > A × B > B × C ≈ C > A > A × C. The influence of factor B is greatest followed by interaction A × B. Then factor C and interaction B × C follow, and two factors have almost the same range. The factor A and interaction A × C have little influence. Considering the influence of interaction, it is necessary to synthetically analyze the optimal level according to the trend map (shown in Figure 15 ) and binary effect map (shown in Figure 16c ) of interactions A × B and B × C. Figure 14 shows that the pitch error first decreases and then increases with increasing billet diameter (factor A), gradually decreases with increasing radial feed-in speed (factor B), and gradually increases with increasing rotational speed (factor C). Theoretical study in [10] also showed that the radial feed-in speed of synchronous rolling die has a highly significant effect on the accumulated pitch error of spline, and the feed-in speed can reduce the accumulated pitch error of spline for the synchronous rolling process.
However, considering the interactions B × C and A × B, it is necessary to synthetically analyze according to Figures 15 and 16c . The most important factor is factor B, and then interaction A × B, and therefore A1B3 should be selected. The influence of interaction B × C is almost the same as that of factor C, and therefore B3C2 should be selected. Therefore, the optimum processing condition is A1B3C2 according to the pitch error of the spline.
The compression amount ∆s can comprehensively reflect the rotational speed and feed speed of synchronous rolling die. Figure 17 illustrates the pitch error under different compression amounts. It can be seen from Figure 17 that it can ensure the success of synchronous rolling when ∆s < 0.3 mm, and the pitch error of single tooth decreases gradually with increases in compression amount, within an appropriate range.
is A1B3C2 according to the pitch error of the spline.
The compression amount s Δ can comprehensively reflect the rotational speed and feed speed of synchronous rolling die. Figure 17 illustrates the pitch error under different compression amounts. It can be seen from Figure 17 that it can ensure the success of synchronous rolling when s Δ <0.3 mm, and the pitch error of single tooth decreases gradually with increases in compression amount, within an appropriate range. 
Conclusions
The effects of billet diameter (d), radial feed speed (v), and rotational speed (nd) on the thread and spline synchronous rolling (TSSR) process were studied using an orthogonal experimental design array. Only 21 groups of 27 experiments had successful profiles, and therefore the dimensions of the threaded and splined sections for these 21 experimental workpieces were measured and analyzed. The smallest pitch error of the splined section in the 21 sets of experiments was 0.477 μm, and this indicates that the TSSR process is feasible. On the basis of the experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) For the six failed sets of the TSSR experiment, the thread profile connected well but the spline rolled by different rolling dies did not connect well. This indicated that the meshing motion of the threaded section dominates the rotation during the synchronous rolling process, and uncoordinated motion is more likely to cause tooth error of the splined section of part.
(2) For the TSSR parts, variations of the geometrical parameter of billet and the motion parameters of synchronous rolling die had a greater influence on the size of splined section than that of the threaded section. The geometrical parameter of billet mainly affected the outside diameters of the threaded and splined sections. The motion parameters of synchronous rolling die mainly affected the minor diameter or root diameter and pitch of thread or pitch of spline for the threaded or splined sections, as well the motion parameters of the synchronous rolling die should match each other. 
The effects of billet diameter (d), radial feed speed (v), and rotational speed (n d ) on the thread and spline synchronous rolling (TSSR) process were studied using an orthogonal experimental design array. Only 21 groups of 27 experiments had successful profiles, and therefore the dimensions of the threaded and splined sections for these 21 experimental workpieces were measured and analyzed. The smallest pitch error of the splined section in the 21 sets of experiments was 0.477 µm, and this indicates that the TSSR process is feasible. On the basis of the experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(2) For the TSSR parts, variations of the geometrical parameter of billet and the motion parameters of synchronous rolling die had a greater influence on the size of splined section than that of the threaded section. The geometrical parameter of billet mainly affected the outside diameters of the threaded and splined sections. The motion parameters of synchronous rolling die mainly affected the minor diameter or root diameter and pitch of thread or pitch of spline for the threaded or splined sections, as well the motion parameters of the synchronous rolling die should match each other.
(3) The compression amount (decrement ∆s) reflecting the radial deformation degree of the same area during the one rolling unit is a comprehensive indicator of the motion parameters of the synchronous rolling die. The synchronous rolling can proceed smoothly when ∆s is less than a certain threshold such as 0.3 mm under the TSSR conditions in this study. Funding: This research was funded by National Natural Science Foundation of China, grant number 51675415 and 51335009.
